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In this paper we present a Competitive Rate-Based Algorithm (CRBA) that approximates

operation of a Competitive Spiking Neural Network (CSNN). CRBA is based on modeling

of the competition between neurons during a sample presentation, which can be reduced

to ranking of the neurons based on a dot product operation and the use of a discrete

Expectation Maximization algorithm; the latter is equivalent to the spike time-dependent

plasticity rule. CRBA’s performance is compared with that of CSNN on the MNIST and

Fashion-MNIST datasets. The results show that CRBA performs on par with CSNN,

while using three orders of magnitude less computational time. Importantly, we show

that the weights and firing thresholds learned by CRBA can be used to initialize CSNN’s

parameters that results in its much more efficient operation.

Keywords: rate-based algorithm, competitive spiking neural networks, competitive learning, unsupervised image

classification, MNIST

1. INTRODUCTION

A Competitive Spiking Neural Network (CSNN), is a two-layer feedforward spiking network with
lateral inhibitory connections (Querlioz et al., 2011; Diehl and Cook, 2015; Cachi et al., 2020), that
uses spiking neurons with local Konorski/Hebb learning rule to implement a dynamic temporal
network that exhibits properties often missing in deep learning models. They are pattern selectivity
(spiking neurons learn to detect specific input patterns) (Masquelier and Thorpe, 2007; Nessler
et al., 2009; Lobov et al., 2020), short-/long- term memory (spiking neurons use self-regulatory
mechanism that processes information in different time scales) (Ermentrout, 1998; Brette and
Gerstner, 2005; Pfister and Gerstner, 2006; Zenke et al., 2015), synaptic plasticity (based on local
learning first observed by Konorski and then by Hebb) (Konorski, 1948; Hebb, 1949), modularity
(spiking neurons operate and learn independently) (Zylberberg et al., 2011; Diehl and Cook, 2015),
adaptability, and continuous learning (Brette and Gerstner, 2005; Wysoski et al., 2008).

In spite of these advantages, the performance of CSNN is still modest in comparison with
backpropagation networks (Ciregan et al., 2012; Wan et al., 2013; Diehl et al., 2015; Rueckauer
et al., 2017). Two main problems limit usage of CSNN: its very slow learning and testing time, and
the difficulty of making sense of its dynamic mechanisms. The latter problem is due to the fact that
while it is not easy to analyze just one dynamic mechanism, CSNN uses three types of dynamic
mechanisms in its operation: the spike generating process, the adaptable firing threshold, and the
spike time-dependent plasticity (STDP) learning rule. Importantly, in addition to the difficulty
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of concurrently tuning the three dynamic mechanisms,
CSNN has an order of magnitude more hyper-parameters
than backpropagation networks with similar number
of neurons.

CSNN’s slow learning and testing times are due to the fact
that spiking neurons implementation relies on the use of special
purpose hardware, such as a neuromorphic processor, that are
not yet freely available. Because of this, the current approach of
using CSNN is to implement them using time-step simulation
on regular computers, which translates into its very high
computational cost. For example, the CSNN implementation
used in Diehl and Cook (2015) requires more than 12 h to train
400 spiking neurons on MNIST dataset, and around 44 h to
train 1,600 spiking neurons (on Intel core i9 computer with 64
GB of RAM). These two facts make the use of CSNN network
very limited.

With the aim of facilitating wider use and understanding
of CSNN, in this paper we propose a rate-based algorithm
equivalent to CSNN but that is much simple and well-suited
to be run on regular computers. The proposed algorithm,
CRBA, approximates the temporal processing of inputs carried
out by CSNN using a 5-step heuristic (see section 2.3)
based on modeling of its operation. CRBA’s performance
is tested on the MNIST and Fashion-MNIST datasets and
the experiments show that it reduces computational cost
by up to three-orders of magnitude when compared with
CSNN and without reducing accuracy. Additionally, we show
that parameters learned by CRBA can be used to initialize
CSNN’s weights and firing thresholds to make its operation
much faster.

The technical contributions of this paper are summarized
as follows:

• Derivation. Modeling of CSNN operation is described in
section 2.2. It is based on the assumption that the network’s
input is constant during a presentation time, t, and that STDP
rule is accurately approximated by Expectation Maximization
(EM) algorithm (Nessler et al., 2009).
• Model. CRBA operation, equivalent to CSNN, is formulated in

section 2.3. It consists of a 5-step heuristic. First, all neurons
are ranked based on their calculated spiking frequency.
Second, a number of winner neurons are selected from
the ranking result. Third, a number of spikes each winner
neuron generates is calculated. Fourth, the winner neurons’
weights and firing thresholds are updated. Finally, its weights
are normalized.
• Performance. The performance of CRBA is tested on the

MNIST and Fashion-MNIST datasets. The results show that
CRBA performs on par with CSNN, while using three orders
of magnitude less computational time.
• Application. We show experimentally that the parameters

learned by CRBA can be directly used to initialize CSNN’s
parameters that makes it much more efficient at the cost of
a slight reduction of accuracy. This is important as it shows
that CRBA can be used for efficient deployment of CSNN on
neuromorphic computers, in particular those that do not allow
for on-chip learning.

2. METHODS

2.1. Background
We begin with a brief overview of spiking neurons that mimic
the spiking nature of biological neurons and then of the CSNN,
which is a two-layer feedforward spiking network that uses
STDP-like learning rule.

2.1.1. Spiking Neuron Model
In contrast to simple neuron models, which calculate nonlinear
transformation of real-valued inputs f :RP → R, spiking
neurons integrate time-dependent input signals f (t) :X(t) →
y(t), where X(t) = {x1(t), x2(t) . . . xp(t)} and y(t) is a train of
short pulses called spikes (Koch and Segev, 1998; Kandel et al.,
2013; Gerstner et al., 2014). Although different spiking neuron
models have been developed, to account for different levels of
biological similarity, here we focus on the Integrate and Fire
spiking neuron model (Gerstner et al., 2014), shown in Figure 1.

The input signals xi(t) are processed via three consecutive
transformations to produce an output signal y(t). First, the input
signals are linearly combined into a driving signal I(t). The linear
combination is accomplished using intermediate subsystems,
si(t), that scale the input signal, si(t) = wiδ(t), where wi defines
the scaling factor and δ(t) is the Dirac function, or transform it
via an exponentially decay system si(t) = wie

t/τs , where τs is a
time decay constant.

Second, the driving signal I(t) is integrated into an
intermediate membrane potential signal u(t). The membrane
potential is built as:

du

dt
=

f (u)

τf
+

g(u)

τg
I(t) (1)

where f (u) and g(u) are linear/nonlinear functions of the
instantaneousmembrane potential value u, and τf and τg are time
decaying constants. f (u) can be a linear function f1(u), a quadratic
f2(u), or an exponential f3(u) function:

f1(u) = −(u− ur) (2)

f2(u) = −(u− ur)+1T exp
(u− ϑ)

1T
(3)

f3(u) = a0(u− ur)(u− uc) (4)

where ur represents a resting membrane potential value, 1T the
sharpness factor, ϑ the firing threshold variable/constant, and a0
and uc are constants with a0 > 0 and uc > ur . The term g(u) is
used to couple the driving signal I(t) into themembrane potential
function. It follows direct contribution g(u) = 1 (Querlioz et al.,
2011) or conductance-based contribution g(u) = (ui − u) (Diehl
and Cook, 2015), where ui is an input reversal potential constant.

Third, the membrane potential u(t) is pass-through a spike
generation mechanism, where spikes are produced every time tf

the membrane potential value crosses, from below, a fixed or an
adaptive firing threshold, ϑ . If the firing threshold is adaptive,
its value follows an exponential decay process with constant
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FIGURE 1 | Integrate and fire spiking neuron model.

FIGURE 2 | Competitive spiking neural network topology.

increment of α after each spike:

dϑ

dt
=

ϑ0 − ϑ

τϑ0

+
∑

tf

αδ(t − t
f
i ) (5)

where ϑ0 is a threshold offset value, and τϑ0 a time decay
constant. After each spike is generated, a reset signal is used to
reset the membrane potential to ureset and hold it fixed for time tr .

2.1.2. Competitive Spiking Neural Network
A CSNN is a two layer spiking neuron network that implements
the winner-takes-all learning mechanism, where spiking neurons
compete against each other for the right to represent an input
X which is closest to their synapse value (Rumelhart and Zipser,
1985; Shin et al., 2010; Querlioz et al., 2011; Diehl and Cook,
2015), where X ∈ R

p. Figure 2 shows CSNN’s topology.
The first layer, the input encoding layer, transforms the p-

dimensional input vector X into p spiking signals xi(t). Although
different encoding methods can be used, the most common
one uses the Poisson’s distribution for implementing spike
rate encoding.

After encoding, the resulted signals excite, in a fully connected
fashion, via normalized learnable synapse connections, m
threshold-adaptable spiking neurons. These synapses are used as
convolutional kernels, sij(t) = wijδ(t), in which the weight values
wij are adjusted/learned following a normalized version of the
STDP learning rule (Gerstner and Kistler, 2002; Morrison et al.,
2008), defined in Equation (6).

1wij =

{

α+ exp(−1ti/τ+) if 1tij > 0

−α− exp(1ti/τ−) if 1tij ≤ 0
(6)

The update of the synapse’s weight i for neuron j is calculated
based on the exponentially decaying function of time difference
between the pre- and post-synaptic spikes 1tij. The parameters
α+ and α− are constant learning rates, and τ+ and τ− are
exponential decay constants. The normalization is done at the
individual neuron level using Equation (7).

w′ij = wij
λ

∑

i wij
(7)

where w′ij is the resulting normalized weight for connection i

of neuron j, and λ is the per-neuron total connection constant
(Gerstner and Kistler, 2002; Liang et al., 2018).

In addition to the input connections, the spiking neurons
are connected to each other by fixed recurrent inhibitory
connections, known as lateral inhibition, with the purpose of
feedback regulation (Querlioz et al., 2013; Diehl and Cook, 2015).

CSNN’s output is the m-dimensional vector Y that shows the
number of spikes each neuron emits during presentation of a
given input.

2.2. Rate-Based Model of Competitive
Spiking Neural Networks
Here we perform analysis of the temporal operation of CSNN.
We start by describing operation of CSNN with only one spiking
neuron in its one only spiking layer. Next, we analyze a general
case with multiple spiking neurons in its layer. We finish with
discussion of the variable firing threshold mechanism and STDP
learning rule.
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2.2.1. Operation of a Single Neuron
With only one neuron in the spiking layer, this neuron receives
excitatory input from time-dependent signals xi(t). Using a
neuron with linearly decaying term f (u) = −(u− ur) and direct
input connection g(u)/τg = 1, with p input signals xi(t) through
direct synapse connections si(t) = wiδ(t), we expand Equation
(1) to express change of the neuron’s membrane potential u(t) as:

du(t)

dt
=

(ur − u(t))

τu
+

p
∑

i=1

wixi(t) (8)

which represents a linear system with impulse response equal to
h(t) = e−t/τu (Gerstner et al., 2014). The solution for membrane
potential for time t, in absence of the firing threshold, resting
potential equal to zero and input signal xi(t) = 0 for t < 0, is
found by convolution of the driving signal, I(t) =

∑p
i=1 wixi(t),

and the neuron’s impulse response, h(t), expressed by u(t) =
I(t) ∗ h(t). This is solved as:

u(t) = I(t) ∗ h(t) =

p
∑

i=1

wi

∫ t

0
e−s/τuxi(t − s)ds (9)

We can approximate a solution for Equation (9) by considering
the input driven signal to be a spiking train signal with constant
frequency rate fi = βxi (instead of the Poisson distribution
resulting spiking signal). Then the product e−s/τuxi(t− s) reduces
to a exponential decaying function sampled with frequency rate fi
expressed as e−n/fiτu , for n = 0, 1, 2, . . ., and the integral reduces
to summation over the N number of spikes during time t, where
N is calculated as N = ⌊tfi⌋.

u(t) ≈

p
∑

i=1

wi

N−1
∑

n=0

e−n/fiτu (10)

Equation (10) can be approximated by expanding the exponential
summation

∑N−1
n=0 e−n/fiτu to (1− e−n/fiτu )/(1− e−n/fiτu ) and by

using 1/(1− e−1/fiτu ) ≈ fiτu, which was found experimentally by
analyzing the behavior of 1/(1− e−1/fiτu ) as fiτu increases.

u(t) ≈

p
∑

i=1

wifiτu(1− e−t/τu ) = τuβ(1− e−t/τu )

p
∑

i=1

wixi (11)

The resultant solution is an increasing function, with time
constant τu, toward a steady state value at τuβ

∑p
i=1 wixi. The

summation term represents dot product between the input
vector, X, and the synapse connection vector, W. Thus, the
solution for the membrane potential can be written as:

u(t) ≈ τuβ〈X,W〉(1− e−t/τu ) (12)

where 〈X,W〉 represents dot product between vectors X and
W. With one spiking neuron, and without a firing threshold,
the increase of the membrane potential depends on the level of
similarity between the input and its current synaptic weights.
Note that without a firing threshold, the synaptic weight stays

constant during the interval of time t. Consequently, the
increase in the membrane potential remains constant for the
time interval t.

If a firing threshold, ϑ , in the range between ur and
τuβ〈X,W〉, is used, the time tf at which a neuron generates a
spike is given by:

tf = τu[log(τuβ〈x,w〉)− log(τuβ〈x,w〉 − ϑ)] (13)

which still depends on the level of similarity between the vectors
X andW, and the firing threshold value ϑ .

2.2.2. Operation With Multiple Neurons
In the case ofm neurons in the spiking layer, each neuron receives
input not only from the encoded signals, xi(t), but also from
recurrent connections—outputs of all other spiking neurons
yk(t). Assuming that the encoded signals are connected through
direct excitatory connections, si(t) = wex

i δ(t), and the recurrent
signals through the inhibitory connections, sk(t) = −w

in
k

δ(t), the
membrane potential change for neuron j is expressed as:

duj(t)

dt
=

(ur − uj(t))

τu
+

p
∑

i=1

wex
ij xi(t)−

m
∑

k 6=j

win
kjyk(t) (14)

This is similar to Equation (8), the difference being that now the
driving signal is processed as a linear combination of excitatory
and inhibitory terms. As the membrane potential is a linear
system, Equation (14) is solved by adding the individual solutions
of each contribution term.

uj(t) = uexj (t)+ uinj (t) (15)

where uexj (t) is the membrane potential when only the excitatory

signals are used, and uinj (t) for the inhibitory signals. The solution

for the excitatory term has been already shown in Equation (12).
To solve for the inhibitory term, we use the fact that the recurrent

signals, yk(t), are spiking signals of the form δ(t − t
f

k
), where t

f

k
is the firing time. As each impulse that passes throughout the

system h(t) transforms into e−(t−t
f

k
)/τuµ(t − t

f

k
), where µ(t − t

f

k
)

is the step function starting at the firing time t
f

k
, the solution for

the inhibitory term is calculated as:

uinj (t) =

m
∑

k 6=j

win
kj

∑

t
f

k

e−(t−t
f

k
)/τuµ(t − t

f

k
) (16)

where the first summation runs over all inhibitory synapses k and

the second over all the firing times, t
f

k
, of synapse k. The final

solution for the membrane potential of neuron j is expressed as:

uj(t) = τuβ〈X,W
ex
j 〉(1−e

−t/τu )−

m
∑

k 6=j

win
kj

∑

t
f

k

e−(t−t
f

k
)/τuµ(t− t

f

k
)

(17)
Two terms control the change of the membrane potential in
each neuron: a growing function (first term), that pulls the
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membrane potential up, and a regulatory function (the second
term), that pulls the membrane potential down based on the
previous (historic) spiking record of the recurrent signals (output
spiking times). The spiking times are not given and are to be
found progressively. Assuming that the times of all past recurrent

spikes are known, t
fprev
j , the time at which each neuron j will

generate a spike is found by:

t
fnext
j : uj(t) = ϑj

∣

∣

∣

X,Wex
j ,Win

j ,tfprev
(18)

Since the firing of a neuron affects the membrane potential
of all other neurons, only the neuron that spiked first updates
the membrane potentials of all other neurons. After that, the
membrane potential of the neuron that fired is set to ur and its

recorded recurrent signals are emptied, t
fprev
j = 0.

2.2.3. Learning Mechanisms
As shown in section 2.1.2, CSNN uses two types of learning
mechanisms: adaptive firing threshold (Equation 5), and STDP
rule (Equation 6). The adaptive firing threshold is used to
establish the self-regulatory process that penalizes close firings
of neurons. It depends directly on elapsed time (it decreases
exponentially toward a resting value) and the neuron’s firing
events (it is increased by a constant value every time the neuron
fires). In order to include the dynamics of the adaptive firing
threshold into our model, we update Equation (18) by replacing
ϑj for a time-dependent implementation ϑj(t) = ϑ0e

−t/τϑ :

t
fnext
j : uj(t) = ϑ0e

−t/τϑ

∣

∣

∣

X,Wex
j ,Win

j ,tfprev
(19)

where ϑ0 is the initial firing threshold value, and τϑ is the
exponential decay constant. We also consider ϑ constant during
calculation of the firing times (since τϑ is normally much longer
than the input presentation time) and update it only during firing
events, which brings us back to Equation (18).

STDP enforces neuron affinity to similar input patterns. Every
time a neuron fires, its synaptic connections are updated so the
neuron will respond faster to similar future inputs. The synapse
updates are based on the relative time difference between the
receiving and the generated spikes. This mechanism was shown
to be equivalent to the Expected Maximization (EM) algorithm
(Nessler et al., 2009, 2013), which is an iterative procedure
used for density model estimation of unlabeled data. At each
iteration probability distribution functions are updated based on
the current distribution of the given samples (sum of the samples
weighted by its posterior probability). If normal distribution is
used, the mean and variance update for unknown source j are
calculated by:

µ′ =

n
∑

i=1

P(j | x(i),µ,6)

P(j)
x(i) (20)

6′j,k =

n
∑

i=1

P(j | x(i),µ,6)

P(j)
(x

(i)
j − µj)(x

(i)
k
− µk) (21)

where P(j | x(i)) is the posterior probability of the source j given
sample x(i) and current distribution parameters µ and 6. In
the framework of CSNN, each spiking neuron (characterized by
its weight vector W) represents one unknown source, and the
parameter’s update is based on the activity rate induced by the
input x weighted by its probability of belonging to the spiking
neuron. The EM algorithm can be simplified if the variance value
is fixed to 1 and the posterior probability is discretized (0 or 1).
Then, the update at each iteration is given by:

µ′j =
1

r

r
∑

i=1

x
(i)
j (22)

where the summation operates only on the r number of samples
that belong to neuron j. This is similar to the K-means algorithm.
One more simplification is achieved by considering a sequential
update process to accommodate for CSNN operation (sequential
processing of samples):

µ′j = µj + αx
(i)
j (23)

where α is an updating constant.

2.3. CRBA—A Competitive Rate-Based
Algorithm
As we have seen, CSNN’s operation can be modeled by a series of
phases in which the change of the neuron’s membrane potential,
firing threshold, and connection weights are increased/decreased
based on a neuron becoming, or not, a winner. Since the winner
neuron, and the firing threshold and weight update at each phase
are found by using Equations (18), (19), and (23), designing
CRBA is straightforward and consists of these steps:

Step 1. Rank all neurons depending on their firing time. From
Equations (17) and (18), we see that the ability of a
neuron to fire depends on two terms: the excitatory
term, controlled by the level of similarity between the
neuron connection weights and the input sample, and
the inhibitory term that is controlled by its record
of all previous firings. Assuming that the inhibitory
connections in CSNN are fixed and evenly distributed
across all neurons, and that the firing threshold and
weight updates can be neglected during a sample
presentation (t << τϑ and weight update << ϑ),
it is possible to approximate in CRBA the competition
process during each sample presentation using ranking
of the neurons based on their spiking frequency
calculated as the dot product between X and the neurons’
weightsW divided by the current firing threshold values.

Step 2. Select a winner neuron. Firing of neurons depends
on the balance between the inhibitory and excitatory
connections. If strong inhibition is used, only one neuron
fires. At the time it fires, the inhibitory signal it sends
to all other neurons strongly depresses their excitatory
input which prevents them from firing for the remaining
time of the sample presentation. On the other hand,
when inhibition is weaker (soft inhibition), more than
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one neuron can fire (e.g., three fastest neurons) because
the first spike event does not produce strong enough
inhibition to completely shut down the other neurons.

Step 3. Calculate the number of spikes each winner neuron
generates. This number can be calculated by using its
frequency rate (from Step 1) scaled by a coefficient vector
C of the form [c1, c2, ..., cn] where c is a coefficient based
on the rank with c1 > c2 > ... > cn. For example,
the coefficient vector C for three winner neurons may
look like [1.0, 0.3, 0.1]. We select the coefficient values
ci for n number of winner neurons using ci = e−5i/n,
which simulates a typical distribution of neuron firings
observed in CSNN during a sample presentation.

Step 4. Update neuron’s firing thresholds and weights. In this
step the firing threshold and connection weights are
updated for all winner neurons. This is done by first
calculating the number of spikes the winner neurons
may generate based on their ranking scores (Step 1).
After that, the firing thresholds and weights of the
winner neurons are updated using a constant increase
(Equation 23), scaled by the predicted number of spikes.
The non-winner neurons’ firing thresholds are decreased
based on an exponential decay function (specified before
Equation 19).

Step 5. Weight normalization. The neurons’ weights are
normalized using Equation (7) (see section 2.1.2). This
operation is done to limit the excitatory input each
neuron receives. It also spreads the update through all its
weights as the individual increases are averaged across
all connections.

The pseudo-code for CRBA is shown as Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1: Competitive Rate-based Algorithm (CRBA)

1: Input: D,W0,m, n, t, λ,αs,αw,αϑ ,ϑ0,ϑr , τϑ ,C
2: Output:W,ϑ
3: W ←W0, ϑ ← ϑ0 · ones(m)
4: for X in D do

5: freq← 〈X,W〉
ϑ

6: winners← argsort(freq)[: n]
7: spikes← αs · t · freq[winners] · C
8: W[winner]←W[winner]+ αw · spikes · X
9: W[winner]← λ

W[winner].sum()
·W[winner]

10: ϑ[winner]← ϑ[winner]+ αϑ · spikes
11: ϑ ← ϑ +

ϑr−ϑ
τϑ

12: end for

The dataset, D = {X1,X2, ...Xp}, initial weight matrix, W0,
and eleven hyper-parameters: m (number of spiking neurons), n
(number of winner neurons per sample presentation), T (sample
running time), λ (total input weight), αs/w/ϑ (scaling factors for
number of spikes, weight update and firing threshold update), ϑ0

(initial firing threshold value), ϑr (firing threshold resting value),
τϑ (firing threshold time decay constant), and C (scaling vector)
are the inputs to the algorithm.

In line 3 the neuron’s weight and firing threshold values
are initialized as the p × m dimensional matrix W and m-
dimensional vector ϑ , respectively. The FOR loop presents each
input sample X. First, winner neurons are found based on the
spiking frequency rate (lines 5 and 6). Then the frequency is
scaled by vector C and the coefficient αs to compute the number
of spikes each winner neuron generates during the presentation
time t (line 7). After that, the estimated number of spikes is used
to update the weight of the winner neuron (line 8 and 9) and
its firing threshold value (line 10). Line 11 implements the firing
threshold’s exponential decay.

2.3.1. Parameter Selection
We use CSNN operation as guidance for choosing CRBA’s hyper-
parameters. At initialization, CRBA internal parameters (t, ur , λ,
ϑ0, and ϑr and τϑ ) are set with values that are the same as the ones
used in CSNN, and the scaling factors (αs, αw, and αϑ ) are chosen
in such a way that the predicted number of spikes and the weight
and firing threshold updates for the winner neurons match the
ones in CSNN (around 30 spikes for the winner neuron, and 0.3
and 2 mV for weight and firing threshold increases, respectively,
per sample presentation).

Regarding selection of the number of winner neurons, it has
been shown that the stronger the inhibition in CSNN the better it
performs (1–3 winner neurons during each sample presentation)
(Diehl and Cook, 2015). Our experiments have shown that CRBA
mimics this characteristic and that it performs best when only
one winner neuron is selected (see section 3.5).

To initialize the weights, W, we use sample-based
initialization that was shown to reduce the number of samples
needed for learning (Cachi et al., 2020).

2.3.2. Operation
CRBA approximation of CSNN operation is based on the
interplay of three mechanisms: neuron competition, variable
firing threshold, and weights update. The difference is that CRBA
uses only one loop iteration (five steps) per sample instead of
the dynamic operation used in CSNN. The details of how these
mechanisms interplay are as follows. First, at initialization, every
neuron is assigned a weight vector W and a firing threshold
value ϑ to be used during sample presentations. The closer
the sample input vector, X, is to a neuron’s weight vector, W,
the stronger is its calculated spiking frequency (line 5) and it
has higher chance to be selected as a winner neuron (line 6).
Note that at initialization the division operation to calculate the
spiking frequency (line 6) is irrelevant since all neurons start
with the same firing threshold value, ϑ (from section 2.3.1). After
ranking, only the winner neurons’ weights and firing thresholds
are updated. The weight update (line 8) modifies the W so it
moves closer to the presented input sample X. This makes the
neuron more selective to the class X belongs to (its spiking
frequency for a sample of the same class will be also high), since it
is assumed that samples from the same class come from the same
distribution, in the P dimensional space. The firing threshold
update has the opposite effect (line 10). Higher firing thresholds
reduce the calculated spiking frequency. This process counteracts
the weight update and has the effect of controlling that the
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same neurons are not continuously becoming winners. This
controlling effect is further strengthened by using the number
of spikes to scale the firing threshold update (line 10) and by
reducing the non-winning neurons’ firing thresholds (line 11).
The interplay between weights and firing thresholds defines a
convergence behavior of the system (time at which the positive
effect of the weight update and negative effect of the firing
threshold update cancel each other). After a number of samples
are presented, it is expected that the mean firing threshold of all
neurons increases and the calculated number of spikes decreases.
Regarding the neuron’s weights, they learn class patterns as they
move toward the centroid of a cluster of the samples in the P
dimensional space.

2.3.3. Usage
CRBA, similarly to CSNN, can be used for unsupervised
classification. It is done in two phases: learning and testing. The
learning phase uses input data to, first, tune the competitive
neurons in a completely unsupervised way (i.e., find weights and
firing thresholds using Algorithm 1) and, second, assign labels to
the already tuned neurons based on the per-class neuron activity
(using labeled samples). In the testing phase, the already labeled
neurons are used to predict the labels for new unseen samples
using a maximum-voting scheme (Querlioz et al., 2011; Diehl
and Cook, 2015; Hazan et al., 2018; Cachi et al., 2020), or using
an add-on classifier, such as a fully connected feedfoward neural
network (Demin and Nekhaev, 2018; Kheradpisheh et al., 2018;
Krotov and Hopfield, 2019).

After CRBA final parameters (the weights and firing
thresholds) are found they can be used to initialize the
corresponding parameters of CSNN. The weights are transferred
to CSNN without any modification because both networks
use the same normalization operation. A re-scaling operation,
however, is required for transferring the firing threshold since
CRBA generates higher threshold values than CSNN (see
section 3.1.2). Additionally, it was found that the stability of
CSNN+CRBA depends on the values of the firing thresholds.
Small firing threshold values allow for generation of more
spikes during sample presentations, which results in considerable
changes of the weights and lower accuracy. High firing threshold
values have the opposite effect: they reduce the number of spikes
and small changes of the weights, which makes the network
stable. Specifically, the thresholds found by CRBA were re-scaled
tomatch the thresholds of CSNN trained with 200 K samples (i.e.,
threshold were re-scaled to the range of 35–60 mV).

3. RESULTS

The performance of CRBA is tested on the MNIST (LeCun and
Cortes, 2010) and Fashion-MNIST (Xiao et al., 2017) datasets
(each dataset contains 60 K training and 10 K testing samples
of size 28 × 28 pixels). The experiments are divided into five
parts. First, we analyze learning performance of CRBA (in terms
of accuracy, and firing threshold and weight evolution) and
compare it with performance of CSNN’s implementation that
uses sample-based initialization of weights (Cachi et al., 2020)
(details are provided in the Supplementary Material). Second,

TABLE 1 | CRBA’s hyper-parameters.

m 100, 400, 1,600

n 1

T 350

λ 1

αs 10

αw 0.00005

αϑ 0.05

ϑ0 20

ϑr −10

τϑ 10^5, 10^6, 10^7

we analyze usage of weights and firing thresholds found by
CRBA to initialize CSNN (CSNN+CRBA). Third, we compare
testing accuracy of CRBA, CSNN, and CSNN+CRBA. Fourth,
we compare the algorithms’ running times and, lastly, CRBA is
compared with unsupervised spiking neural networks. To select
the hyper-parameters the process described in section 2.3.1 is
used and they are listed in Table 1.

All the presented results are the average of 10 runs using 100,
400, and 1,600 neurons, with maximum-voting inference method
(Diehl and Cook, 2015), for both CRBA and CSNN (on an Intel
Core i9-9900K machine with 64 GB RAM). All the code is posted
at GitHub1.

3.1. CRBA
3.1.1. Accuracy on Validation Data During Learning
We use a 10 K validation set, drawn from the learning dataset,
to show the evolution of learning accuracy after 10 K sample
presentations, in the range from 0 to 200 K (i.e., 10 K, second
10 K, third 10 K, etc.). Figure 3 plots validation results for CRBA
and CSNNusing (A) 100 neurons, (B) 400 neurons, and (C) 1,600
neurons on MNIST data. Figure 4 shows the same experiments
for Fashion-MNIST data.

Figures 3, 4 show that CRBA performs on par or slightly
better than CSNN, for all configurations, on both datasets. At
the beginning, it starts with lower accuracy than CSNN, however,
the difference quickly decreases and at after around 15 K sample
presentations it achieves a higher accuracy. After 50 K samples
both curves reach a plateau. Note that both algorithms achieve
better accuracy as more neurons are used, however the gain when
using 1,600 neurons instead of 400 neurons is smaller than the
ones observed when switching from 100 to 400 neurons.

3.1.2. Network Dynamics
We compare the evolution of CRBA’s number of spikes of the
winner neuron, firing threshold and connection weights during
learning with that of CSNN’s. Figures 5, 6 show the number of
spikes and firing threshold, respectively, for CRBA and CSNN
using 100 (A), 400 (B), and 1,600 (C) neurons on MNIST data.
Note that Figure 6 plots the average firing threshold for all
neurons (bold line) and the area surrounding the minimum and
maximum firing threshold is shown in colors; it also uses two

1https://github.com/PaoloGCD/Rate-based-CSNN
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FIGURE 3 | CRBA and CSNN accuracy on MNIST data vs. number of samples using (A) 100 neurons, (B) 400 neurons, and (C) 1600 neurons.

FIGURE 4 | CRBA and CSNN accuracy on Fashion-MNIST data vs. number of samples using (A) 100 neurons, (B) 400 neurons, and (C) 1600 neurons.

FIGURE 5 | Number of spikes vs. number of samples on MNIST data using (A) 100 neurons, (B) 400 neurons, and (C) 1600 neurons.

FIGURE 6 | Firing threshold (mV) vs. number of samples on MNIST data using (A) 100 neurons, (B) 400 neurons, and (C) 1600 neurons.
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FIGURE 7 | CRBA and CSNN weights comparison after presenting 0 through 200 K input samples; each window is constructed by displaying the weight vectors.

FIGURE 8 | CSNN+CRBA, CSNN and CRBA (dashed lines) accuracies vs. number of input samples on MNIST dataset using (A) 100 neurons, (B) 400 neurons, and

(C) 1600 neurons.

different y-ax scales: on the left-hand side for CRBA and on the
right-hand side for CSNN.

We see that the evolution of the number of spikes and firing
threshold for both CSNN and CRBA follow a similar pattern:
exponential decrease in the number of spikes and increase of
the firing threshold. Specifically, we observe that the number of

spikes after presentation of 200 K samples in CRBA is about 2.5,
3, and 6 for 100, 400, and 1,600 spiking neurons while in CSNN

it is 11, 7, and 2. Regarding the firing threshold, the average for

CRBA increases to around 300mV for 100 and 400 neurons used,
and to 150 mV for 1,600 neurons while CSNN’s firing threshold
stays below 50 mV. The explanation for CRBA reaching higher

firing threshold is that CRBA uses a simple linear equation to
determine the number of spikes, while CSNN uses an exponential
membrane potential function.

Figure 7 compares the weight vector, W, of 25 neurons (the
first 25 out of 400) initialized with sample values at 0, 50, 100, and
200 K sample presentations on MNIST data, for both CRBA and
CSNN. To visualize the weights in a visual way, all 25 W vectors
(one for each neuron) are displayed as windows of 28× 28 pixels,
each corresponding to part of the image where a digit is displayed
(e.g., in red boxes).

We see that the evolution of weights is similar for CRBA and
CSNN. After 50 K sample presentations, weights in CRBA and

CSNN show a considerable difference from their initial weights
(e.g., see the red boxed weights that most changed). This happens
because at initialization the neurons are just beginning to learn
to represent different classes. There are no major changes in the
weights from 50 to 200 K (only the first neuron in CRBA changed
from an 8 to a 1). However, with more sample presentations we
see that the values are more pronounced; see the green framed
weight that changed from a blurred “2” to a better defined one
for CRBA, and “3” for CSNN.

3.2. CSNN+CRBA
Here we test performance of using parameters found by CRBA
(weights and firing thresholds) when they are used to initialize
CSNN parameters; we call this configuration CSNN+CRBA.
Figures 8, 9 show accuracies during 4 epochs of training for
CSNN+CRBA (we used parameters found by CRBA using 200
K learning samples), for 100 (A), 400 (B), and 1,600 (C) neurons
at different moments of training on MNIST and Fashion-MNIST
datasets. CSNN results of training with 200 to 400 K samples and
CRBA accuracy after using 200K training samples (dashed lines)
are also shown for comparison.

We see that CSNN+CRBA immediately starts with high
accuracy and remains stable (does not increase nor decrease)
with further training. CSNN+CRBA shows a slight reduction
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FIGURE 9 | CSNN+CRBA, CSNN and CRBA (dashed lines) accuracies vs. number of input samples on Fashion-MNIST dataset using (A) 100 neurons, (B) 400

neurons, and (C) 1600 neurons.

TABLE 2 | Testing accuracy on MNIST data.

Number of samples

Neurons Method 0 2 K 5 K 10 K 20 K 50 K 100 K 200 K

100

CSNN 74.52 82.97 84.96 85.17 85.38 86.17 86.93 86.19

CRBA 60.92 82.01 83.83 85.83 87.31 88.49 88.96 89.29

CSNN+CRBA 72.92 83.10 84.23 85.30 86.27 86.96 87.20 87.49

400

CSNN 82.44 88.37 89.42 90.42 90.97 91.87 91.99 92.11

CRBA 70.35 84.92 89.06 89.76 91.65 92.77 93.35 93.95

CSNN+CRBA 79.87 87.02 88.81 89.90 90.93 91.86 92.45 92.91

1,600

CSNN 83.19 86.23 88.89 91.36 92.75 93.38 93.50 93.84

CRBA 74.22 87.39 89.90 91.47 93.02 94.41 95.04 95.44

CSNN+CRBA 78.30 86.76 89.42 90.86 92.76 94.00 95.01 95.48

Bold values denote the highest accuracies achieved at the specified number of training samples for each configuration (100, 400 and 1600 neurons).

of accuracy, when compared with CRBA, but it is still
higher than normally trained CSNN. These two observations
show that by initializing CSNN with parameters learned by
CRBA we avoid very long learning time of CSNN and still
achieve better accuracy. This approach will become very useful
in the near future when CSNN can be implemented on
neuromorphic processors that do not have the ability to perform
on-chip learning.

3.3. Accuracy on Test Data
Tables 2, 3 compare accuracy of CSNN, CRBA, and
CSNN+CRBA for MNIST and Fashion-MNIST test datasets,
after training with 0, 2, 5, 10, 20, 50, 100, and 200 K samples.
CSNN+CRBA was initialized using parameters found by
CRBA using the just mentioned number of samples (no
additional training of CSNN+CRBA). We did it because
additional training does not significantly improve accuracy
(see section 3.2).

We can draw two conclusions from these results. First, similar
to validation accuracy shown above, CRBA performs better (1–
8%) than CSNNwhen trained with 20K ormore samples. Second,
CSNN+CRBA has slightly lower accuracy (0.5–2%) than CRBA,
but higher (0.5–6%) than pure CSNN, in all configurations.
The former phenomenon has been also observed by others, for
instance when deep learning algorithms are used to find weights
for networks of spiking neurons (Diehl et al., 2015; Rueckauer
et al., 2017).

3.4. Running Time
CRBA was designed with the goal of significantly improving
the run time of CSNN. Table 4 shows comparison of running
times of CRBA with CSNN implementations using 100, 400, and
1,600 neurons at one epoch of learning (using 50 K samples) on
MNIST dataset.

Note that CRBA requires only about 4, 13, and 60 s while
CSNN implementations require more than 7, 8, and 49 h for
the three different numbers of neurons used. This result was
expected since CRBA processes each input in just one iteration,
while CSNN runs each sample using 3,500 time steps (350 ms
with 0.1 ms time step).

Using CRBA-found weights in CSNN avoids entirely its
learning phase, which means that CSNN can be used directly
for making predictions. Recall, as described above and shown
in Table 4, that both CRBA and CSNN operations consist of
two phases: learning (tuning the network parameters and neuron
labeling) and testing. Obviously, the testing time in CSNN cannot
be avoided but major saving comes from no need of tuning its
parameters during learning, especially when larger size of the
network is used, such as 1,600 neurons. CSNN+CRBA testing still
requires orders of magnitude more time than CRBA.

3.5. CRBA With Different Number of Winner
Neurons
A general method for constructing multi-layer CSNN
architectures is yet to be developed. However, since the
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TABLE 3 | Testing accuracy on Fashion-MNIST data.

Number of samples

Neurons Method 0 2 K 5 K 10 K 20 K 50 K 100 K 200 K

100

CSNN 65.16 67.66 65.37 65.89 64.47 65.59 65.54 65.63

CRBA 51.58 69.82 70.69 71.39 71.98 72.42 73.45 73.95

CSNN+CRBA 52.51 70.02 70.44 71.27 71.57 71.96 71.91 71.54

400

CSNN 71.04 74.95 75.35 75.61 75.68 76.05 76.66 77.25

CRBA 53.56 72.71 75.02 76.22 77.67 78.90 79.23 79.54

CSNN+CRBA 51.62 70.63 74.73 75.92 77.62 78.71 79.03 79.11

1,600

CSNN 69.35 73.14 75.04 77.10 78.49 78.96 78.58 78.56

CRBA 57.63 73.62 76.97 77.78 78.93 80.71 81.43 82.13

CSNN+CRBA 36.82 54.65 61.26 65.41 70.39 76.79 80.56 81.49

Bold values denote the highest accuracies achieved at the specified number of training samples for each configuration (100, 400 and 1600 neurons).

TABLE 4 | Running time comparisons.

Time (sec)

Neurons Method
Learning

Testing

Parameter tuning Neuron labeling

100

CSNN 14,785.9 9,865.4 1,647.9

CRBA 3.9 0.3 0.1

CSNN+CRBA 3.9 0.3 1,628.0

400

CSNN 18,134.5 10,150.6 1,725.5

CRBA 11.8 0.9 0.2

CSNN+CRBA 11.8 0.9 1,745.1

1,600

CSNN 161,148.9 13,710.7 2,124.7

CRBA 56.4 5.1 0.9

CSNN+CRBA 56.4 5.1 2,140.3

Bold values denote the fastest running times for the parameter tunning, neuron labeling,

or testing phase for each network configuration (100, 400 and 1600 neurons).

proposed CRBA is a very fast approximation of CSNN that can
be run on regular computers, one can ask a question if it can
be used in a multi-layer architecture. Note that the output of
the competitive spiking layer is very sparse (only few neurons
fire) which basically prohibits stacking additional layers (e.g.,
in a CSNN with 400 spiking neurons, only a couple of neurons
fire during each sample presentation). One way to address this
sparsity is to decrease inhibition to allow more neurons to fire,
which in CRBA means increasing the number of winner neurons
per sample presentation (all presented so far results used only
one winner neuron). Table 5 shows testing accuracy of CRBA
on MNIST data while experimenting with different number of
winner neurons.

It shows that in general the accuracy decreases as the number
of winner neurons is increased. This effect might be due to the
fact that, as discussed in section 2.3.2, the update at each sample
presentation moves the weight vector of the winner neurons
closer to the input sample vector. Thus, if more than one neuron
is updated, all of themmove toward the same input pattern which
impacts their ability to learn variations of patterns within the
same class (like different ways of writing digit “2”). This means

TABLE 5 | CRBA accuracy with different number of winner neurons.

Number of winner neurons

Neurons 1
% of the total

1% 2.5% 5% 10% 25%

100 89.29 89.29 89.43 87.04 80.92 65.13

400 93.95 93.75 92.58 90.00 81.16 66.58

1,600 95.44 95.06 93.42 89.97 81.55 66.71

Bold values denote the highest accuracies achieved for each network configuration (100,

400 and 1600).

that reducing the inhibition is not a sufficient mechanism for
constructing multi-layer architectures.

3.6. Comparison With Other Spiking Neural
Networks
Since CRBA is rate-based approximation of CSNN it can be
compared directly only with other unsupervised spiking neural
networks, which use STDP learning rule or a variation of it.
As explained in section 2.3.3, these networks require a learning
phase that consist of (a) unsupervised learning of weights, and
(b) labeling of the spiking neurons. It is followed by a testing
phase that uses some add-on inference method to predict labels
for new data samples. Table 6 shows comparison of CRBA with
some current unsupervised spiking neural networks. It also
shows results for spiking neural networks which are trained
with a supervised, reward-modulated STDP rule. The results are
shown for two CRBA configurations and for CSNN+CRBA. One
CRBA configuration uses 1,600 neurons and maximum-voting
inference method. The other uses 2,000 neurons using an add-
on fully supervised neural network with two hidden layers (of
2,000 and 200 neurons), 0.2 dropout for CRBA, no hidden layers
for CSNN+CRBA, softmax classifier, and Adam Optimizer as the
inference method.

We notice that CRBA performs better than networks using
voting inference, and it is third best among networks that
use add-on classifiers. Note that the network that achieves the
highest accuracy (Krotov and Hopfield, 2019) is also a rate-
based algorithm similar to ours but that uses a general form of
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TABLE 6 | Comparison of accuracy on MNIST dataset.

Architecture/Learning rule Operation Learning Inference Neurons Accuracy (%)

CSNN/discrete STDP (Querlioz et al., 2013) Spike-based Unsupervised Maximum voting 300 93.5

CSNN/triplet STDP (Diehl and Cook, 2015) Spike-based Unsupervised Maximum voting 6,400 95.0

Self organizing CSNN / STDP (Hazan et al., 2018) Spike-based Unsupervised N-gram voting 1,600 94.1

Six layer conv-CSNN + SVM / STDP (Kheradpisheh et al., 2018) Spike-based Unsupervised Add-on classifier – 98.4

CSNN/maximization neural activity (Demin and Nekhaev, 2018) Rate-based Supervised – 400 96.2

CSNN + Fully Con. NN / EM (Krotov and Hopfield, 2019) Rate-based Unsupervised Add-on classifier 2,000 98.6

Six layer conv-CSNN + / reward modulated STDP (Mozafari et al., 2019) Spike-based Supervised – – 97.2

Two layer SNN / alpha synaptic function (Comsa et al., 2020) Spike-based Supervised – 340 98.0

CSNN (Cachi et al., 2020) Spike-based Unsupervised Max-voting 1,600 93.8

CRBA Rate-based Unsupervised Max-voting 1,600 95.4

CRBA + Fully Con. NN Rate-based Unsupervised Add-on classifier 2,000 98.0

CSNN + CRBA Rate-based Unsupervised Max-voting 1,600 95.5

CSNN + CRBA + Fully Con. NN Rate-based Unsupervised Add-on classifier 2,000 96.3

EM algorithm while we use a discrete version of it. The general
EM algorithm used in Krotov and Hopfield (2019) produces
negative weights that are impossible to use in CSNN architecture.
We chose the discrete implementation of EM algorithm because
our aim was to develop a rate-based approximation of CSNN. As
shown by the experiments, CRBA is fully compatible with CSNN,
meaning that CRBA-learned weights and firing thresholds can be
directly used to initialize CSNN: CSNN+CRBA.

The second-best network (Kheradpisheh et al., 2018) is a
spiking architecture consisting of six-layer convolutional CSNN
(3 feed-forward convolutional-competitive layers plus 3 max
pooling layers). Although CRBA cannot be used to approximate
the multilayer architecture used in Kheradpisheh et al. (2018), it
can serve as a building block for future investigations.

Regarding CSNN+CRBA, we notice that in spite transfer
of weights and firing thresholds, it performs better than the
other normally trained spiking networks shown in Table 6.
Importantly, in CSNN+CRBA, using CRBA learned weights and
firing thresholds we skip performing CSNN’s learning phase that
requires very long computational time.

4. DISCUSSION

In this paper we introduced a new algorithm, CRBA, that
implements the rate-based operation of CSNN. CRBA uses
similarity between the input and synapse vectors to predict the
network’s firing output, without the need of running temporal
simulations carried out by spiking neural networks. It also uses
discrete implementation of the EM algorithm as the learning
mechanism. The result of doing it was a significant reduction
of computational time by more than three orders of magnitude,
and a slight improvement of accuracy while also maintaining its
compatibility with CSNN.

Using CRBA on the MNIST and Fashion-MNIST datasets
reduced the total learning and testing time from around 7, 8, and
49 h to mere seconds: 4.3, 12.9, and 62.4 s, when using 100, 400,
and 1,600 neurons, respectively. At the same time it had slightly
higher accuracies on both MNIST (1–3%) and Fashion-MNIST
(2–8%) datasets.

It is important to stress that CRBA is fully compatible
with CSNN, meaning that the synaptic weights and firing
thresholds learned by CRBA can be used, without any changes,
in CSNN. This is a major advantage of CRBA over other models.
Experimentally, we found that transferring CRBA parameters
to CSNN resulted in accuracy slightly lower than CBRA’s but
better than those obtained with normal CSNN learning. The
major benefit of avoiding CSNN learning is that it can be directly
used for testing (without further learning). This result will play
significant role in a near future when CSNN can be deployed on
the low-energy neuromorphic computers.

CRBA may inspire a wider use of competitive spiking
neural networks since it greatly simplifies their operation while
maintaining accuracy. Importantly, CRBA retains key advantage
of competitive spiking neural networks, namely, it performs
unsupervised selection of the most important input features for
classification tasks on real-valued data. The ideas presented in
this paper provide background for CRBA’s extensions like its
possible use in the framework of spiking convolutional neural
networks (Tavanaei and Maida, 2017).
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